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1. INTRODUCTION
The solution of ordinary differential equations by series of Dirac delta
functions,
`
n.a d x , 1.1 .  . n
ns0
w xhas been studied by several authors 3, 4, 6, 11, 12 , who have obtained
several interesting results. Interestingly, although termed as ``distributional
 .solutions,'' series of the form 1.1 do not converge in the distributional
sense unless a s 0 for n G n for some n and thus, generally, they don 0 0
not represent distributions.
`  3n. . n .For instance, it is not hard to show that  d x r3 n! is a formalns0
solution of the equation yY q xy s 0. However, it is not clear what the
`  3n. . n . w xseries  d x r3 n! represents. In 11 such series are interpretedns0
w xas ultradistributions, while in 6 they are shown to be related to the
asymptotic expansion of the true solutions.
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The aim of this article is to develop a framework where all series of the
 .type 1.1 have a meaning. This framework is composed of the notions of
pre-asymptotic schemes and pre-asymptotic expansions. As it turns out,
however, pre-asymptotic expansions appear to be quite useful in other
contexts as well such as the interpolation theory, pseudo-differential
operators, and quantum mechanics.
The name ``pre-asymptotic'' comes from the results of Section 4, where
it is shown how pre-asymptotic expansions become asymptotic expansions
upon the introduction of a suitable parameter.
We shall need the following function and distribution spaces in the
 n.sequel. The space D R consists of smooth functions whose support is a
compact subset of R n. Convergence in this function space is defined as
 4follows: a net f of D converges to zero in D if there is a s and as 0
fixed compact subset K ; R n such that the support of f : K for s ) s .s 0
Also, for each multi-index k g Nn, Dkf converges uniformly to Dkf. Thes
X n.  n.space D R is the distributional space dual to D R .
 n.  . nThe Schwartz space S R is the space of smooth functions f x on R
k j  . X n.such that x D f x vanishes at infinity for all j and k. Its dual space S R
is the space of tempered distributions. Next is the space of all smooth
n  n. Xfunctions on R , denoted as E R whose dual is the space E of the
distributions of compact support.
 n.  .The function space P R consists of those functions f x which are
k  .  g < x <. < <such that D f x s O e as x ª ` for each g ) 0 and for each k g N.
 .This space contains the polynomials as well as functions f x of faster
 .  < .2 .1r4 X n.growth at infinity such as f x s exp x q 1 . The dual space P R
consists of the distributions of exponential decay at infinity.
 .There are intermediate spaces of smooth functions f x denoted by OC
and O . The functions in O together with all their derivatives are ofM M
polynomial growth at infinity, O is the subspace of O for which theC M
 . k  .  < < r .polynomials have the same degree. Indeed, for f x g O , D f x s O xC
< <as x ª ` for all k g N and some r. Another useful subspace of O isM
 n.  .K R . It contains those smooth functions f x for which, for some r,
k  .  < < ry <k <. XD f x s O x , for all k g N. The corresponding dual spaces are O ,C
OX , and K X. These are the distributions of rapid decay at infinity. ForM
wfurther study of these spaces, the reader should consult the references 3,
x5, 7, 8, 10 .
We have recently defined the moment asymptotic expansion of a gener-
 . w xalized function f x as 3
k k` y1 m D d x .  .k
f lx ; , as l ª `, 1.2 .  . <k <qnl< <k s0
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 .   . k:where m are the moments of f x , i.e., m s f x , x . This expansion isk k
valid in some spaces of generalized functions but not in others. Indeed, it
is not valid in DX and S X. But it is valid for the distribution spaces of rapid
decay such as PX, OX , OX , and K X.M C
2. BASIC DEFINITIONS
Let us start with the basic definitions.
DEFINITION. Let V be a vector space. A pre-asymptotic scheme is a
 4`sequence V of nested subspaces of V such thatn ns0
??? V : V : ??? : V : V s V . 2.1 .nq1 n 1 0
 4`DEFINITION. Let V be a pre-asymptotic scheme. Let ¨ g V andn ns0
 4` `let ¨ be a sequence. We say that  ¨ is a pre-asymptotic expansionn ns0 ns0 n
of ¨ , and write
`
 4¨ ; ¨ , V , 2.2 . n n
ns0
if for each N: 0, 1, 2, . . . we have
N
¨ y ¨ g V . 2.3 . n Nq1
ns0
Observe that if ` ¨ is a pre-asymptotic expansion of ¨ , then ¨ g Vns0 n n n
for each n g N.
Let us consider several examples.
 q. qEXAMPLE 1. Let V s E R be the space of smooth functions on R .
Let
q a < <X s f g E R : D f 0 s 0, a - n . 2.4 4 .  .  .n
 4`  q.Then X is a pre-asymptotic scheme of E R .n ns0
 q. `  a  . a .If f g E R then its Taylor series at x s 0,  D f 0 x ra! , is< a <s0
generally divergent. However, the Taylor series is a pre-asymptotic expan-
sion of f :
` a aD f 0 x . ` 4f x ; , X . 2.5 .  .  n ns0 /a !ns0 < <a sn
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X q. X X X X X XEXAMPLE 2. Let V s A R , where A s E , O , O , P , and K isM C
w xany of the spaces where the moment asymptotic expansion holds 3 . Let
X q  a: < <V s f g A R : f x , x s 0, a - n . 2.6 4 .  .  .n
 4`Then V is a pre-asymptotic scheme.n ns0
X q.Let f g A R , with moments
 a: qm s f x , x , a g N . 2.7 .  .a
Then we have the ``moment pre-asymptotic expansion''
n a` y1 m D d x .  .a  4f x ; , V . 2.8 .  .  n /a !ns0 < <a sn
We shall examine the relationship of this pre-asymptotic expansion to the
moment asymptotic expansion in Section 4.
This pre-asymptotic scheme, with q s 1, is the ideal framework to study
` n. .the series of delta functions  a d x . Actually, as we shall show,ns0 n
 4given any arbitrary sequence a of real or complex numbers there is an
X  . ` n. .  4distribution f g A with f x ;  a d x , X .ns0 n n
EXAMPLE 3. Let L : V ª V be a linear operator. We obtain a pre-
  .4`asymptotic scheme V L by settingn ns1
n  n 4V L s L V s L ¨ : ¨ g V . 2.9 .  .  .n
 4As we shall show in the next section, when q s 1 the scheme X ofn
  .4Example 1 is the same as V M , where M is the multiplicationn x x
 .  .operator M f s xf x . Also, when q s 1 the scheme of Example 2x
  .4corresponds to V drdx , where drdx is the standard differential opera-n
tor. These results, as well as those of Example 4 below, are rather useful
since they provide alternative descriptions of the remainders in a pre-
asymptotic expansion.
EXAMPLE 4. Let L , . . . , L be a finite family of commuting linear1 q
operators from V to V : L L s L L . A pre-asymptotic schemei j j i
  .4`V L , . . . , L is obtained by settingn 1 q ns0
V L , . . . , L s Lk1 Lk 2 ??? Lk q V . 2.10 .  . . [n 1 q 1 2 q
k q ??? qk sn1 q
 .Thus, the elements ¨ of V L , . . . , L are those that admit the represen-n 1 q
tation
¨ s Lk1 ??? Lk q ¨ , 2.11 . . 1 1 k ? ? ? k1 q
k q ??? qk sn1 q
 4for some family ¨ of elements of V.k ? ? ? k1 q
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 4`As we show in Section 3, the pre-asymptotic scheme X of Examplen ns0
  .4`  .  .1 corresponds to V M , . . . , M where M f s x f x is the oper-n x x ns0 x i1 q i
ator of multiplication by the ith coordinate x . We shall also show that thei
  .4`scheme of Example 2 is equal to V ­r­ x , . . . , ­r­ x .n 1 q ns0
 4`EXAMPLE 5. Let X be a topological space and let x be an ns0
sequence of different points of X. We obtain a pre-asymptotic scheme on
 .V s C X , the continuous functions on X, by setting
V s f g C X : f x s 0, j - n . 2.12 .  .  . 4n j
w x  .In particular, if X s a, b , let p x s 0 andy1
ny1 ny1 x y xi
p x s f x 2.13 .  .  . n j x y xis0 j ijs0
i/j
be the Lagrange interpolating polynomial of order n. Then
`
 4f x ; p x y p x , V . 2.14 .  .  .  . . n ny1 n
ns0
3. REPRESENTATION
In this section we show that the pre-asymptotic schemes of Examples 1
and 2 admit alternative representations.
THEOREM 1. Let L s M be the multiplication by the ith coordinatei x i
 q.  4function x in the space E R . Then the family of operators L , . . . , Li 1 q
generates the pre-asymptotic scheme
q a < <X s f g E R : D f x s 0, a - n . 3.1 4 .  .  .n
Proof. We must show that if f g X then there are functions f gn a
 q. q < <E R for each a g N with a s n such that
f x s x af x . 3.2 .  .  . a
< <a sn
We shall apply induction on n. Let us start with the case n s 1 and, in
turn, apply induction on q. If n s 1 and q s 1 the result is clear. Suppose
 q.it holds for n s 1 and q y 1. Let f g X on E R . If x , . . . , x are1 2 q
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 .  .fixed, the function f x, x , . . . , x y f 0, x , . . . , x belongs to X of2 q 2 q 1
 .E R and thus it admits the representation
f x , x , x , . . . , x y f 0, x , x , . . . , x s xc x , x , x , . . . , x . .  . .2 3 q 2 3 q 2 3 q
3.3 .
 q.It is not hard to see that c g E R .
 .  .On the other hand, f 0, x , . . . , x as a function of x , . . . , x belongs2 q 2 q
 qy1.to X of E R and thus by the induction hypothesis, we can find1
 qy1.functions c , . . . , c g E R such that2 q
f 0, x , . . . , x s x c x , . . . , x q ??? qx c x , . . . , x . 3.4 .  .  . .2 q 2 2 2 q q q 2 q
 .  .Using 3.3 and 3.4 we thus obtain
f x , . . . , x s f x , . . . , x y f 0, x , . . . , x q f 0, x , . . . , x .  .  .  . .1 q 1 q 2 q 2 q
s x c x , x , . . . , x q x c x , . . . , x q ??? .  .1 1 2 q 2 2 2 q
q x c x , . . . , x , 3.5 .  .q q 2 q
so that the result follows for n s 1 and any q.
 .  .Suppose now that 3.2 holds for n and any q and let us show that it
holds for n q 1. Indeed, let f g X . Then f g X and by applying thenq1 n
induction hypothesis, we can write
f x s x af x , 3.6 .  .  . a
< <a sn
 q. < <for some functions f g E R for a s n.a
q < <Let b g N with b s n. Then
bb g a bygD f x s D x D f x , 3.7 .  .  .  . .  a /g
< < gFba sN
and since
0, g / a ,
g a <D x s 3.8 .  .xs0  a !, g s a !,
it follows that
Dbf 0 s b!f 0 . 3.9 .  .  .b
But f g X and thennq1
f 0 s 0, 3.10 .  .b
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so that f g X . So we can find functions f for 1 F j F q such thatb 1 b , j
q
f x s x f x . 3.11 .  .  .b j b , j
js1
Therefore,
f x s x ac x , 3.12 .  .  . a
< <a sNq1
 .where if e s 0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0 is the jth coordinate vector thenj
q
c x s f x . 3.13 .  .  .a aye j , j
js1
qaye gNj
 4` Next, we show that the pre-asymptotic scheme V given by V s fn ns0 n
X q.   . a: < < 4g A R : f x , x s 0, a - n can be generated by the operators
­r­ x , . . . , ­r­ x . This result was inspired by the work of Duoandikoetxea1 q
w xand Zuazua 1 .
Let us start with a preliminary result. In what follows, AX is E X, PX, OX ,C
OX , or K X.M
X q. X q.LEMMA. Let f g A R . Then there exists g g A R with f s ­ gr­ xq
if and only if the distribution of the q y 1 ¨ariables x , . . . , x gi¨ en by1 qy1
  .  .:  .f x , . . . , x , u x , where u x s 1, ; x g R, ¨anishes.1 q q
 .   .  .:   .:  Proof. « . f x , . . . , x , u x s ­ gr­ n , u x s y g x ,1 q q q q 1
. X .:. . . , x , yu x s 0.q q
 .¥ . Indeed, define g by
 :g x , . . . , x , f x , . . . , x .  .1 q 1 q
x1 :s y f x , . . . , x , f j , x , . . . , x q dj . 3.14 .  . .H1 q 2 q
0
X q .It is easy to see that g g A R and that ­ gr­ x s f.q
We can now give the following
THEOREM 2. Let AX be any of the spaces E X, PX, OX , OX , or K X. Then onC M
X q.A R ,
X q  a: < <V ­r­ x , . . . , ­r­ x s f g A R : f x , x s 0, a - n . 3.15 4 .  .  . .n 1 q
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 X q.   . a:Proof. We need to show that if f g V s f g A R : f x , x sn
< < 4 q < <0, a - n , then there exists distributions f for a g N , a s n, sucha
that
f x s Da f x . 3.16 .  .  . a
< <x sn
Let us start with the case n s 1. If q s 1 the result follows from the
lemma. Next, we apply induction on q: suppose the result holds in
X qy1. X q. X qy1.A R if n s 1. Let f g V of A R . Define h g A R by h s1
  .  .: X .   .  .:f x , u x and let g g A R with g x , u x s 1. Thenq
f x , . . . , x s h x , . . . , x g x .  .  .1 q 1 qy1 q
q f x , . . . , x y h x , . . . , x g x . 3.17 .  .  .  . .1 q 1 qy1 q
X qy1. X q.Now, h belongs to V of A R since f belongs to V of A R .1 1
Thus by applying the induction hypothesis, there are functions h , . . . ,1
X qy1. qy1h g A R such that h s  ­ h r­ x . On the other hand,qy1 js1 j j
 :f x , . . . , x y h x , . . . , x g x , u x s 0, .  .  .  .1 q 1 qy1 q q
X q.so that, by the Lemma, we can find f g A R withq
f x , . . . , x y h x , . . . , x g x s ­r­ x f x , . . . , x . .  .  .  .1 q 1 qy1 q q q 1 q
Therefore,
n ­ f x , . . . , x .j 1 q
f x , . . . , x s , 3.18 .  .1 q ­ x jjs1
 .  .  .where f x , . . . , x s h x , . . . , x g x .j 1 q 1 qy1 q
 .We now apply induction on n. Suppose the representation 3.16 holds
 .in V for any q . Let f g V . Then f g V , and so we can find then nq1 n
q < <distribution f for a g N , a s n such thata
f x s Da f x . 3.19 .  .  . a
< <a sn
q < <   . b:If b g N with b s n, then f x , x s 0, but also
 b:  a b:f x , x s D f x , x .  . a
< <a sn
n a b :s y1 f x , D x .  . a
< <a sn
n  :s y1 b! f x , 1 , .  .b
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  . :so that f x , 1 s 0, and thus f g V . Hence, we can writeb b 1
q ­
f s f . 3.20 . .b b , j­ x jjs1
 .Substitution in 3.19 yields
f s Dg f , 3.21 . g
< <g snq1
where
f s f , 3.22 .g a , j
aqe sgj
 .and where e s 0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0 is the jth coordinate vector.j
4. ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS
  .4`Let L be a topological space, let l g L, and let f l be an0 n ns0
 .asymptotic sequence as l ª l , i.e., a f is continuous and never zero0 n
 4  .  .   ..on L R l ; and b f l s o f l , as l ª l .0 nq1 n 0
 .  .  .  .  4 w xLet f l and f l , f l , f l , . . . be defined in L R l . We say 30 1 2 0
 . `  .that f l has the extended asymptotic expansion  f l as l ap-ns0 n
  .4`proaches l , with respect to the asymptotic sequence f l , and write0 n ns0
`
`
f l ; f l , f l , as l ª l , 4.1 4 .  .  .  . n n 0ns0
ns0
if for each N s 0, 1, 2, . . . we have
N
f l s f l q o f l , as l ª l . 4.2 .  .  .  . . n N 0
ns0
We now show that upon the introduction of a suitable parameter many
pre-asymptotic expansions become asymptotic expansions.
 4`  q. THEOREM 3. Let X be the scheme of E R gi¨ en by X s f gn ns0 n
 q. a  . < < 4E R : D f 0 s 0, a - n . Suppose
`
` 4c x ; c x , X . 4.3 .  .  . n n ns0
ns0
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Then if K is a compact of R q, we ha¨e
`
n 4c Ex ; c Ex , E , as E ª 0, 4.4 .  .  . n
ns0
uniformly on x g K.
Proof. We have to show that for N s 0, 1, 2, . . . we have
N
Nc Ex s c Ex q o E , as E ª 0, 4.5 .  .  .  . n
ns0
 . N  .uniformly on x g K. But c x y  c x belongs to X . Thus, thens0 n Nq1
result will follow if we show that any f g X satisfiesNq1
f Ex s O E Nq1 , as E ª 0, 4.6 .  .  .
uniformly on x g K. Using Theorem 1, if f g X we can find functionsNq1
q < <f for each multi-index a g N with a s N q 1 such thatx
f x s x af x . 4.7 .  .  . a
< <a sNq1
Hence, if 0 - E - E and x g K we obtain0
Nq1 a Nq1f Ex s E x f Ex F ME , 4.8 .  .  . a
< <a sNq1
where
Nq1< < <M s sup x f Ex : x g K , 0 F E E , 4.9 .  . a 0 5
< <a sNq1
as required.
 q.In particular, it follows that if c g E R then for each compact K of
R q we have
` a ax D c 0 .
nc Ex ; E , as E ª 0, 4.10 .  .  /a !ns0 < <a sn
uniformly on x g K.
X q.An asymptotic expansion is also obtained in the case of A R .
X q. X X X X XTHEOREM 4. Let A R be any of the spaces A s E , P , O , O , orM C
X  4`K where the moment asymptotic expansion holds. Let V be the pre-n ns0
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asymptotic scheme gi¨ en by
X q  a: < <V s f g A R : f x , x s 0, a - n . 4.11 4 .  .  .n
If
`
` 4f x ; f x , V , 4.12 .  .  . n n ns0
ns0
then
`
`ynyq 4f lx ; f lx , l , as l ª `, 4.13 .  .  . ns0n
ns0
X q.in the topology of A R .
X q.Proof. Since A R is a space of distributions, if suffices to show that
 .4.13 holds weakly. Therefore, it is enough to show that if f g V andN
 q.f g A R then
 : yNyqf lx , f x s O l , as l ª `. 4.14 .  .  .  .
  .4 4The case N s 0 follows by observing that the set f xrl : l ) l is a0
 q. w xbounded set of A R 3 . In the general case, there are distributions fa
q < <for each a g N with a s N such that
f x s Da f x . 4.15 .  .  . a
< <a sN
Thus
 : af lx , f x s D f lx , f x .  .  .  . . a ;
< <a sN
N a :s yl f lx , D f x .  .  . a
< <a sN
s O lyNyq , .
as required.
This theorem gives another proof for the moment asymptotic expansion.
Indeed, from the pre-asymptotic expansion
N a` y1 m D d x .  .a ` 4f x s , V 4.16 .  .  n ns0 /a !ns0 < <a sN
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it follows that
N a` y1 m D d lx .  .a
f lx ; .   /a !ns0 < <a sN
N a` y1 m D d x .  .a yNyq; l , 4.17 .  /a !ns0 < <a sN
as l ª `.
5. COMPLETENESS
Let us give a new definition.
 4`DEFINITION. A pre-asymptotic scheme V is complete if for eachn ns0
 4`sequence ¨ with ¨ g V for n g N there exists ¨ g V such thatn ns0 n n
`  4¨ ;  ¨ , V .ns0 n n
Not every pre-asymptotic scheme is complete.
 4`EXAMPLE. Let H be a Hilbert space and let e be an orthonormaln ns0
 4`basis. Consider the pre-asymptotic scheme V , wheren ns0
 :V s x g H : x , e s 0, j - n . 5.1 . 4n j
 4`If a is a sequence of scalars, then a e g V . Butn ns0 n n n
`
` 4x ; a e , V , 5.2 . n n n ns0
ns0
if and only if
`
x s a e 5.3 . n n
ns0
in the space H, as it is easy to show. Thus, ` a e is the pre-asymptoticns0 n n
` < < 2expansion of some x g H if and only if  a - `.ns0 n
However, we have
  q. a  .THEOREM 5. The pre-asymptotic scheme X s f g E R : D f x sn
< < 4  q.0, a - n of E R is complete.
 4`Proof. Let f be a sequence with f g X for each n g N. Sincen ns0 n n
a  . < < qD c 0 s 0 if n ) a , it follows that for each a g N the seriesn
` a  . D c 0 not only converges, it actually reduces to a finite sum. Letns0 n
` a  . w xa s  D c 0 . By using Borel's theorem 3, Theorem 9 , we can finda ns0 n
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 q. a  . q  . `  .c g E R such that D c 0 s a , ;a g N . Then c x ;  c x ,a ns0 n
` 4X .n ns0
We also have
X q. X X X X XTHEOREM 6. Let A R be any of the spaces E , P , O , O , or K . LetM C
 4`  X q.   . a: < <V be the pre-asymptotic scheme V s f g E R : f x , x s 0, an ns0 n
4  4`- n . Then V is complete.n ns0
 4`Proof. Let f be a sequence with f g V for each n g N. Sincen ns0 n n
  . a: < < qf x , x s 0, a - n, it follows that for each a g N the seriesn
`   . a: `   . a: f x , x reduces to a finite sum. Let m s  f x , x . Fromns0 n a ns0 n
w x  q.   . a:2 it follows that there exists c g T R such that c x , x s m ,a
q  q. X q. X q.a g N . Since T R is a subspace of A R it follows that c g A R
` ` .  .  4and c x ;  c x , V .ns0 n n ns0
6. SOLUTION OF EQUATIONS
 4`Let V be a pre-asymptotic scheme of the space V. Let T : V ª Vn ns0
 .be a linear operator. We say that T is graded, of grade K, if T V : Vn nqp
 4for each n ) max 0, yp . We would like to consider the solution of the
equation
T ¨ s 0, 6.1 .  .
by means of a formal series ¨ ; ` ¨ , where ¨ g V for each n.ns0 n n n
The typical example is a differential operator with polynomial coeffi-
cients
k jd
T s p x , 6.2 .  . j dx jjs0
X . in the space A R , with its pre-asymptotic scheme V s f gn
X .   . j: 4A R : f x , x s 0, j - n . In this case we try a solution of the form
` n. . n. .y s  a d x , where, as it is clear, a d x g V for each n. As it isns0 n n n
w x ` n. .known 6 , a formal solution  a d x of Ty s 0 may or may notns0 n
correspond to a classical solution of the equation.
In the general case, we have
THEOREM 7. Let T : V ª V be a graded linear operator on the complete
 4` `pre-asymptotic scheme V . Let  ¨ be a formal series with ¨ g Vn ns0 ns0 n n n
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for each n g N that satisifes the equation
` `
` 4T ¨ s T ¨ ; 0, V . 6.3 .  . n n n ns0 /
ns0 ns0
Then there exists w g F` V and a solution ¨ g V of the equationns0 n
T¨ s w , 6.4 .
such that
`
 4¨ ; ¨ , V . 6.5 . n n
ns0
Proof. Since the scheme is complete, there exists ¨ g V that satisfies
 .  ` 46.5 . Let w s T¨ . Then, since T is graded,  T¨ is a pre-asymptoticns0 n
 . `  4expansion of w. But, according to 6.3 ,  T¨ ; 0, V , and thusns0 n n
` ` 4w ; 0, V , i.e., w g F V .n ns0 ns0 n
The following corollary is worth recording.
` n. .COROLLARY. Let  a d x be a formal solution of the ordinaryns0 n
differential equation with polynomial coefficients
p x y k . x q ??? qp x y x s 0. 6.6 .  .  .  .  .k 0
X .Then if A is any of the spaces E , P, O , O , or K, there exists f g A RM C
 .  y`. X .with f l x s O l , as l ª ` and a solution y g A R of the equation
p x y k . x q ??? qp x y x s f x , 6.7 .  .  .  .  .  .k 0
such that
`
`n.  4y x ; a d x , V . 6.8 .  .  . n n ns0
ns0
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